


Standard Options

Silver Cup Holders

Availabke in a Subset of 
CinemaTech’s leather ACT I 
Collection

Steel Platform/  
Hardwood Frame

Stationary Headrest

Available in Single, Loveseat, 
and Sofa Configurations

Black and Bronze Cup Holders

Motorized Incline

Standard Seat Back Height

Available Options

SB-35470-1208

The Mezzanine is cutting edge Contemporary 
European design. Built on a steel platform for 
stability and years of use with only the finest 
hardwoods for back and seat construction. 
With superior materials and thousands of 

seats in home theaters around the world you 
can be sure your Mezzanine series of seating 
from CinemaTech will provide years of com-

fort and performance.

About CinemaTech’s Quality - CinemaTech’s NEW Act II incliners combines a luxurious comfort with affordable pricing. 
Utilizing many of the very same components as our world-class ACT I line of seating, CinemaTech’s ACT II seating models incorporate a steel 
seating platform for stability and years of use in addition to only the finest hardwoods to provide a uniquely superior seating option for a very 
competitive pricing level.  CinemaTech’s ACT II seating models have a classic European design upholstered in the finest European leathers. 
It is constructed with hand-tied heavy steel springs to maximize support, while contoured arms create a tailored silhouette. Packed with Ultra 
High Density foam, its leather edges are rolled and trimmed for precise sewing. The result is a seating experience uniquely designed to blend 
comfort, luxury, and style as it elevates the pleasures of movie viewing at home.

About CinemaTech’s Leathers and Fabrics - Only the most luxurious full grain leathers are included in the 
CinemaTech Collection. Purchasing tens of thousands of individual hides each year provides us with the kind of buying power that al-
lows access to the finest leathers available worldwide. Like a quality diamond, each hand-selected hide has individual characteristics 
that make it unique and rare.  CinemaTech also offers alternative fabric options for our entire line of seating with our Butterfly fabric. 
CinemaTech’s Butterfly Fabric in a special micro fiber that is designed and engineered to resist staining for high quality upholstery 
and luxury cars. With more than 30 different colors available, CinemaTech’ Butterfly Fabric combines perceptible softness with the 
silk-matt grip of a stylish fabric creation. At the same time CinemaTech’s Butterfly fabric is unusually hard-wearing and dirt resistant.
make it unique and rare.

Wedge or Straight Arm Rows
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